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The Role of the Distance Horse and Rider Program 

 

[1] Establish the Rules and Standards for Set Speed Events in Canada 

[2] Provide the necessary ongoing 'stewardship' of these rules to fulfill the 

needs of Canadian Athletes and their Provincial and National 

organizations 

[3] Encourage, challenge, and reward the progressive development and 

participation of athletes of all ages 

[4] Inspire goals of fitness, longevity, and success at all levels 

 

 

Introduction 

 

Objective/Purpose –  

to provide a unique training opportunity in a competitive setting at a distance 

and speed appropriate to the horse and rider experience and test the riders' 

ability to understand and demonstrate the horses' level of fitness. 

 
Set Speed is a discipline in its own right and considered a stepping stone to Endurance. 

 

Rules - Set Speed Rides are governed by the Distance Horse and Rider Development 

Program responsible for the development and monitoring of Set Speed Rules 

 

i) General Veterinary and event rules apply, unless otherwise specified. 

ii) The endurance scorecard is used. 

iii) Age, all equines must be 4 years of age [from foaling date] to enter Bronze 

Rides and 5 or more years to enter Silver/Gold events [Control Judge may 

confirm age]. 
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001 Distance/Levels 

1a) Set Speed Rides may be up to a maximum of 80 km/50 miles in length 

1b) Bronze/Open 

i) Short:  up to 32 km or 20 miles (no minimum distance) 

ii) Long:  30 to 50 km, or 18 to 31 miles 

1c) Silver/Intermediate 

i) Short:  40 to 60 km or 25 to 37 miles 

ii) Long:  61 to 80 km or 38 to 50 miles 

1d) Gold/Advanced 

i) Short:  40 to 60km or 25 to 37 miles 

ii) Long:  61 to 80 km or 38 to 50 miles 

1e) Qualifications to Enter 

Horse and Rider EACH MUST be qualified for the level entered and always 

enter at the level of the least experienced member.  It is the riders 

responsibility to provide correct information, 

i) Less than 400 km/250 miles on record may enter Bronze Events, 

ii) 400 km/250 miles or more on record may enter Bronze or Silver Events, 

iii) 800 km/500 miles on record may enter any level, 

iv) Km/mileage completed in any recognized long distance event is 

accepted, 

v) Proof of same (if requested) may be completion certificates, score cards, 

or published official ride results, 

vi) Logbooks are mandatory; and available on request to new riders, 

vii) Riders/horses may enter or remain in any level for which they are 

qualified, 

viii) Bronze horse and rider may only enter Set Speed on consecutive days if 

the total distance does not exceed 65 km/40 miles +/- 5%, 

ix) Silver level horse and rider may enter a maximum over 2 days of 

130 km/ 80 miles/ +/- 5%, 

x) Gold level horse and rider may enter any and all level/distance, 

xi) If a horse and rider qualify to move up to another level at a multi-day 

event they may compete in one further ride at the next level. 
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002 Speed/Time/Judging 

2a)   General 

i) All Levels provide a generous min/max. speed [time]  to complete 

ii) Too fast/slow, Failure to meet parameters, Late presentation = Elimination 

iii) Individual on-trail riding time can be determined using the Pace Chart 

2b)  Speed to complete a ride is determined by the min/max. speed for each level 

i) Bronze speed - 6.5 to 11.5 kph [4 to 7 mph] 

ii) Silver speed - 8 to 13 kph [5 to 8 mph] 

iii) Gold speed – 8 to 16 kph [5 to 9.95 mph] 

2c)  Start Times 

i) Graded rides have one start time OR may be staggered depending on 

number of starters, 

ii) Placed events always have a staggered start, 

iii) Staggered start times are recorded, but NOT posted. 

2d)  Hold Times at check points 

i) are determined by the Head Judge and are mandatory 

ii) starts when horse meets parameters 

iii) are not included in distance/speed/time calculation 

2e)  Judging Parameters 

i) At all Veterinary checks including the finish, horses have up to 20 minutes 

to recover to a heart rate of 56 beats per minute after arriving.  Rechecks 

are permitted within the 20 minutes, 

ii) At the Finish after meeting parameters horses must be presented to the 

Veterinarian/Judge AT 30 Minutes from crossing the Finish Line.  The 

heart rate will be taken for One Full Minute, and scored followed by the 

Final Vetting.
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003   Scoring and Awards 

3a) General  All horses with a final pulse of 64, or less, who have met Set Speed 

parameters, and are judged 'Fit to Continue' will receive 

Completion/Mileage, and may also be eligible for Grade and /or Placing  

Cause for elimination:  Too fast/slow, failure to meet parameters, late 

presentation. 

3b) 'Fit to Continue' is defined as:  In the opinion of Veterinary Officials/Control 

Judge, horse may be able to travel another 15% of distance already ridden 

without due pain, stress, or risk of irreversible damage. [ref EUK] 

3c) Results will either be Graded [recommended] and/or Placed as decided by 

Ride Manager. 

i) Short Bronze Level will be scored as a Graded Event ONLY 

ii) Graded uses the Standard of Performance Chart appropriate for each Level 

iii) Charts rate the horses’ performance from 1 [best] to 4 and completion, 

considering the Level distance, using the riders speed and the Final Pulse 

iv) Since riders are competing against a standard of performance and not each 

other there may be multiple Grade 1’s, 2’s. 3’s, 4’s and completions awarded 

v) A Grade 1 Finish is always considered a 'perfect score'. 

3d) Placings use the Continental Performance Formula which is  2X Rider speed 

minus the slowest [set] speed of the level entered divided by the Final pulse.  

*Formula means the score increases with speed [good] but  decreases with a 

higher pulse [not so good] so that a fast horse that is fit should score higher, 

this has proven to be a very good measure as it relates to speed AND pulse. 

[EUK]. 

3e) Horses' scores are then compared to one another to determine results.  
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004  In Competition 

4a) Riders:  may determine their chosen on-trail speed/time using the Pace Chart 

4b) Start:  Horses may all start at once or in intervals TBA 

4c) Forward Motion:  Riders may dismount and advance along trail with their 

horses at any time during the ride, and may lead or tail their horses as they so 

choose. 

4d) Hold/Rest periods:  Hold times are mandatory, and begin when parameters 

are met [at which point on-trail time stops] 

4e) Check point Arrival:  Parameters/heart rate 56 beats per minute within 20 

minutes of arrival, at holds; and also after crossing the Finish Line/In Timer. 

Rechecks are permitted within the 20 minutes. 

4f) Finish Line Arrival:  Within 20 minutes of reaching the Finish Line/In Timer 

the heartrate is taken and must meet parameters of 56 beats per minute or 

lower, followed by the Final check at 30 minutes 

4g) Final Control Judge Inspection:  At 30 minutes after crossing the Finish 

Line/In Timer the horse must be presented to the Control Judge 

4h) The heart rate is to be taken first:  at 30 minutes, for one full minute and 

will be scored, followed by the final vetting. 
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DHRDP 

Incentive Awards 
 

 
Horses and Riders registered in this program are eligible to earn Level Recognition, and 

Special Awards, when proof of successful kms/miles are provided. 

 

Recognition of Level Achievement is awarded when 

 320km/200 miles in Bronze Level Events  are successfully completed 

 320km/200 miles in Silver Level, Events are completed 

 160km/100 miles in  Gold Level Events are successfully completed 

 

Awards 

 

1
st
/2

nd
 year Distance Horse 

 Best 4 Grades [Performance Formula breaks ties] in Bronze Level Events 

 

1st/2nd year Distance Rider 

 Best 5 scores [Grades break ties] in Bronze Level Events 

 

Veteran Rider 

 55 years and over 

 Four best rides 

 Scoring [chart 1 page 11] (Age then miles/km break ties) 

 

Senior Distance Horse 

 Age 18 and over 

 with min 300 km/185 miles on record 

 Best 4 scorecards. [Grades, mileage break ties] 

 

Award of Excellence [rider] 

 For Grade I [perfect score] finishes in Set Speed Events, any/all Levels. 

 100 miles, 250 mi/400km, and 500mi/800km and every 800km thereafter. 
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Mentors Award 

 Most points while sponsoring a Junior rider, OR, an Adult rider who has less than 

120 miles/200 kms in the Level they have entered prior to date of sponsored ride.  

 Results, Sponsor and Rider names etc. required. 

 A mentor is over 21 and has 1000 kms on record. 

 Scoring formula; 50 pts per ride regardless of distance + Place/Grade pts.[chart 2 

page 11] 
 

Platinum Gold Level Horse and Rider 

 For Horses 7 years and over and Gold Level Riders 

 Each has a min. of 1000 kms of Gold Lifetime miles on record 

 may compete in multiple disciplines 

 Has 100% completion rate in current year 

 May be awarded annually, this is a prestigious award and may be given to more 

than one worthy recipient 

 Nomination and ride results required 
 

Performance Horse of the Year 

 has 90% As  throughout the season, 

 may compete in multiple disciplines 

 is at least 6 yrs old 

 Recipient selected from a published list of top candidates (copies of scorecards 

required) 
 

Longevity Award/Twist A Borr Challenge 

 Horse has 10 years or more of competition (not necessarily in consecutive years) 

and has successfully completed min. of two 50 mi/80km events or 125 mi/200 km 

each year. 

 Published ride results, scorecards or completion certificates to confirm. 
 

Versatility Award - TBA 
 

Team Competition - TBA 
 

*Performance Criteria:  Judged 'Fit to Continue', is defined as In the opinion of 

Veterinary/Officials/Control Judge horse can travel another 15% of distance already 

ridden without due pain, stress, or irrevocable damage. [ref EndUK]   
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DHRDP Award Recipients 

 
1

st
 yr Distance Horse 2007 El Marees /M Downing 

 2008 Honey /V Phillips 

 2013 Sugar Ridge /L Danko 

1
st
 yr Distance Rider 2012 Linda Klarner 

 2013 Heather Pople 

Veteran Rider 2007 Sheila Buchanan 

 2009 Ruth Sturley 

Sr Distance Horse 2007 Lindenlea Andante /S Buchanan 

 2009 IEA Justice /S Buchanan 

 2010 Nazbes Obi-wan Gunobi /Dagmar Downes 

Mentors Award  2007 Tammy Franks 

 2008 Lesley Danko 

 2011 Sue Downing 

 2012 Michelle Watling 

Platinum ……………………………… 

 

Performance Horse of the Yr 2010 Breyorr /D Crockett, K Dale, 

 

Award of Excellence. ....  Grade I  [perfect score]  Finishes                  

         2013/100 miles                      2013/250 miles                       /500 miles 

        Dagmar Downes                      Linda Klarner                       ................... 

        Deanna Ramsay                       Lesley Danko 

        Heather Pople 

        Michelle Watling 

        Solstice Pecele   

 

Versatility ……………………………… 

 

Longevity ……………………………… 

 

Set Speed Team Challenge 2012 

        Linda Klarner/I'm No Angel 

        Sue Winmill/Traverston Batique 

        Jessica Davis/Distinctly Western



  

Rider Name Age

Address 

email or phone 

Rider km/miles on Record km / mi Mileage Program #

as of (mm/dd/yyyy) One Time Fee of $20.00 enclosed yes / no

proof [if requested] may be published ride results or completion certificates

Signature print name

Parent/Guardian if rider under 18 (Jan1st)

Signature print name

Horse Name Age

Breed/Type Reg. #

Horse km/miles on Record km / mi Horse Mileage Program # 

as of (mm/dd/yyyy) One Time Fee of $20.00 enclosed yes / no

proof [if requested] may be published ride results or completion certificates

Owner name (if different from above)

Address 

email or phone 

Signature print name

Parent/Guardian name if owner under 18 (Jan1st)

Signature print name

Registration Form

Distance Horse and Rider Development Program

send completed forms or inquiry to R Danko

5783 Cty Rd 9, Rt 1, New Lowell, ON   L0M 1N0

thedistanceprogram@gmail.com



Distance Horse and Rider Development Program

Rider Name Age

Address 

email or phone 

Horse Name

Age as of

Above Rider or Horse qualify for the following:

Level Recognition for Level mi/km on record

1st/2nd yr Distance Horse Bronze Level Best 4 Grades

1st/2nd yr Distance Rider Bronze Level Best 5 scores

Veteran Rider 55 and over Best 4 rides 

Senior Distance Horse 18 and over Best 4 scores  

Mentors Award Most pts while sponsoring [see formula]

Award of Excellence perfect scores

for Grade I Finishes in SS Rides 100 250 500 mi/800 km +

Platinum

Gold Level Riders and Horses 7 yrs and over

Each has a min. of 1000 kms of Gold lifetime miles & 100% completion in current year

Performance Horse of the Year

Competes in multiple disciplines 6 yrs and over

scorecards have 90% As throughout season

Longevity Award

Horse has 10 or more years of competition on record (not necessarily consecutive)

Horse has completed min. of two 50 mi/80 km rides or 125 mi/200 km  in each year

Awards Nomination Form

For Level Recognition and Award eligibility submit scorecards [both sides] and/or ride results as required within 

30 days of last ride of season.  Incomplete information or late postmark cannot be accepted.

thedistanceprogram@gmail.com

send completed forms or inquiry to R Danko
5783 Cty Rd 9, Rt 1, New Lowell, ON   L0M 1N0
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  Table 1: Veteran Rider 

 Age as of January 1st 55 56-60 61-65 Over 65 

Bronze completion 4 4 4 5 

 Place     

 Grade     

 Age bonus 3 4 5 7 

 Total     

      

Silver Completion 5 5 5 6 

 Place     

 Grade     

 Age bonus 4 5 6 8 

 Total     

      

Gold Completion 6 6 6 7 

 Place     

 Grade     

 Age bonus pts 4 5 6 8 

 Total     

 

 

  Table 2: Grade and Place Values 

Gr I/1st 5 6th 3.75 11th 2.5 16th 1.25 

Gr II/2nd 4.75 7 3.5 12 2.25 17 1 

Gr III/3rd 4.50 8 3.25 13 2 18 0.75 

Gr IV/4th 4.25 9 3 14 1.75 19 0.5 

5th 4 10 2.75 15 1.5 20 0.25 
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Set Speed Questions/Answers Updated 4/14 

[1]   Who invented Set Speed Rides?  Set Speed is not an original idea, and has been held in UK, 

Scotland and elsewhere for many years.  A conversation with a noted Ontario Endurance rider 

prompted an inquiry, which led to many questions put to and answered by John Hudson an official 

of Endurance UK, and others, as well as visiting SERC member/rider Yvone Thompson.  Set Speed 

Events, first held and recognized in Canada in 2009, are based on their rules, allowing for our own 

weather conditions, climate, and trails. 

[2]   What is a Set Speed Ride?  Set Speed rides are essentially non race events, run and ridden much 

like Endurance rides.  They are either Graded (preferred) and/or Placed.  The goal in a Graded ride 

is to achieve a Grade I finish at the speed the rider chooses, within the Level entered.  Riders 

compete against the trail, the distance, and a Standard of Performance,  not each other.  In Placed 

events, a formula scores the faster horse higher, but while some riders  may opt to 'race' within the 

min/max speed allowed, recovery (final pulse) is a factor,  so the first horse across the finish line  is 

not necessarily the winner. 

[3]   How are they different from CTR, Endurance or Mileage rides?  Set Speed rides sometimes have a 

staggered start.  Parameters are lower into holds, and are also taken at the Finish.  Followed AT 30 

minutes, by a Final pulse (which is scored) and then final Vetting.  They have 3 categories (levels of 

difficulty) which are entered in sequence, each has a min/max speed to complete.  Although speed 

is a factor, the first horse to finish may or may not win the event. 

[4]   What is a staggered start?  It is (a) when (one or more) riders have different start times, which are 

recorded, (b) but NOT posted. 

[5]  Why?  To assist RM, as (a) riders may otherwise all arrive at the same time.  And,(b) fairness to 

riders; it may also challenge how horses are ridden, and encourage riding strategy. 

[6]   What is the difference between a Graded SS ride and one that is Placed?  After being judged 'fit to 

continue' (as defined) Graded rides consider the chart appropriate to the level and distance, and use 

the riders chosen speed and the final pulse to determine the Grade.  There can be any number of 

Grade 1s 2s etc. and completions in a graded ride.  Placed rides use the Continental Formula which 

uses the riders speed, the slowest (set) speed of the level entered and the final pulse.  Placings are 

offered from 1
st
 to 6

th
 or more and scores are compared to each other  and ranked accordingly. 

[7]   What is the Continental formula?  The continental formula is 2X the rider speed minus the slowest 

(set) speed of the level entered divided by the final pulse.   In both Graded and Placed events the 

score increases with speed but decreases as the pulse goes up. This has proven to be a very good 

measure as it relates to both ridden speed and recovery.  
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[8]   Why does it say speed rather than time to complete?  The min/max speed for each level is always 

the same, and so is predictable, riders can plan on it.  Ride distance and therefore time to complete 

may not be known until the day.  Riders can refer to the Pace Chart to find the speed/time to 

complete any given distance; as well, the Pace Chart can be useful in training, and preparing for a 

specific event, and for pitcrews.  This also helps riders become more mindful of the speed or pace 

they are riding at no matter where they are. 

[9]   How many checks/holds or vet gates are there in different SS distances?  Graded rides up to 

30km/18 miles *may have a pulse in/trot out gate (*dependent upon the trail, and weather 

conditions), and two vet checks, one at the beginning (pre-ride) and one at the end.  SS rides of over 

30km/18mi to 80km/50 mi, (there are none longer than that), have one or more mid ride 

checks/holds as well. 

[10] Why do horses have to meet parameters at the end to?  Because meeting parameters at the end 

provides valuable feedback when compared to the final pulse and vetting, and it encourages pacing, 

and riding strategy. 

[11] Why is the final Vetting 'AT' 30 min.?  Gives a clearer idea of how the horse was stressed, and, if 

it was fit enough to actually do the job it was asked to do since metabolic and soundness issues 

often manifest sometime after exercise has ceased.  The purpose of vetting AT 30 min. is to protect 

the horse, inform the rider, and recognize the horse that is 'fit to continue', as defined. 

[12] Why a logbook?  A logbook keeps rider information, member cards, and proof of insurance 

readily available.  It also should contain horse(s) information including current EIA test, 

vaccination record and (5) most recent scorecards, for rider, and, veterinary reference. 

[13] Where did the DHRDP come from?  Early in the '90s it was recognized that our sport did not 

have the structure for entry and progression as did all other sports.  An attempt to provide this 

failed, but the conversation continued among many distance riders.  In '05 a distance horse program 

was presented to OCTRA as a work in progress.  Offered as an independent Incentive Program in 

'07, its awards prompted the inquiry that led to Set Speed, with its Rules included in the DHRDP, 

whose purpose is to provide a path, and progressive goals and rewards for entry in the sport of long 

distance riding. 


